Pen pal questions – Target Range 3rd grade
May 2007

1. Did you like having pen pals from Scotland? (circle one)
   Yes  Sort of  Not really

2. Was what you learned about Scotland’s birds and wildlife:
   (circle one)
   Interesting/Learned something new  Not interesting/didn’t learn anything

3. Was what you learned about Scotland’s schools/students/culture:
   (circle one)
   Interesting/Learned something new  Not interesting/didn’t learn anything

4. Did the things you learned about nature in Scotland help you understand what you see in nature here? (circle one)
   A lot  A little  Not at all  I don’t know

5. What was the coolest thing you learned on our electrofishing field trip?

6. What was the coolest thing you learned on our birding field trip?

7. Why are the birds here different than those in Scotland?
8. Why do seasonal changes occur at different times here than in Scotland?

9. What was the coolest thing you learn from your pen pals in Scotland?

10. What was the coolest thing about science/nature that you learned from your Scottish pen pals?